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Atomic-level understanding of a formamidinium
hybrid halide perovskite, FAPbBr3†

Chengmin Li, a Emilio J. Juarez-Perez bc and Alvaro Mayoral *bda

Herein, we show how electron microscopy can provide atomic-

level understanding of FAPbBr3, where electron diffraction and

high-resolution imaging were combined allowing not only the

characterization of the pristine material but also the identification

of different intermediates upon its structural disintegration. Addi-

tionally, a minor tetragonal phase was also identified whose struc-

ture was also solved.

Halide and organic–inorganic hybrid perovskites (OIHPs) are a
new group of advanced materials1 which are expected to help in
the current global energy transformation. These materials have
rapidly found applications as lasers,2 light emitting diodes,3

photodetectors4 and solar cells.5,6 The strong interest in HPs has
resulted in a rapid development in terms of power conversion
efficiency, going from the initial 3.8% in 2009 up to 25.7% in
2022.7 Their chemical formula can be generally described as ABX3,
where A is a monovalent cation, methylammonium (CH3NH3

+,
MA) or formamidinium (HC(NH2)2

+, FA); B is a bivalent cation,
usually Pb2+, and X is the halide anion Cl� or B� or I�. An
important aspect that needs to be addressed to further exploit
the properties of OIHPs is the structural understanding at the
atomic level, since the behavior of OIHPs is naturally dependent
on the atomic distribution of the components as well as their
composition and decomposition products.8–12

There are several approaches in structural characterization
of OIHPs; however, electron microscopy (EM) is the only

methodology to provide local structural information.10–13 EM
combines different operating modes:14 electron diffraction
(ED) that provides crystallographic information averaged over
a small volume, imaging that allows the direct visualization of
the local structure and spectroscopy that provides elemental
information. The major complexity in applying EM to certain
materials is the e-beam damage that can occur due to inelastic
scattering when the electrons interact with the atoms of the
sample.

Unlike for other highly beam sensitive inorganic materials
such as zeolites or MOFs, where the e-beam damage leads to a
complete amorphization of the material,15–18 for the case of
hybrid perovskites, several structural transformations have
been reported before the complete decomposition, such as
the formation of PbI2.10 Such transformation was mainly
followed by the analysis of the ED patterns (less restrictive in
terms of electron dose conditions) assisted by scanning trans-
mission electron microscope (STEM) imaging, which was per-
formed only on PbI2. Interestingly, in this work, many of the
measurements were carried out at 80 kV, despite lower voltages
are detrimental to radiolytic damage. Because of the low
stability of OIHPs under the electron beam, reports on imaging
pristine OIHPs are scarce. Recently, low electron dose com-
bined with a direct electron detection camera and cryo-
conditions were applied in OIHP characterization, and most
of the studies have been dedicated to MAPbX3 materials.11,19,20

To date, only in the recent work by Rothmann et al.12 FAPbI3

was studied using low dose STEM. For the case of the bromide
form, cubic, tetragonal and orthorhombic phases have been
described with data obtained from synchrotron powder X-ray
diffraction.21 However, FAPbBr3, offering promising applica-
tions in LEDs,22 and being one of the most stable non-mixed
OIHPs,23,24 has been seldom investigated by EM methods. In
fact, we have not found any report dealing with this material.

In the present work, we have investigated the structure of
FAPbBr3 by EM methods to investigate the possibility of acquir-
ing high-resolution imaging in the STEM mode in combination
with three-dimensional electron diffraction tomography
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(3D-EDT) in order to solve the structure and to investigate
additional minor phases that could co-exist.

Synthesis and EM characterization methods can be found in
the ESI.† The sample morphology was investigated by SEM,
which showed the formation of as-synthesized FAPbBr3 crystal-
lites with well-defined facets and wound edges, which are the
main products. Another kind of crystallite with slab-like mor-
phology could also be found in a relatively small proportion;
see Fig. S1 (ESI†). Structural analysis was then performed by 3D-
EDT. The advantages of 3D-EDT are that every particle analyzed
can be considered as a single crystal, and hence different
phases can be unambiguously identified and that it does not
require a particular sample alignment to collect the data (as the
crystal does not need to be in the zone axis) and thus e-beam
interaction is minimized. Additionally, working in diffraction
mode was also beneficial as the electron dose is significantly
lower in comparison with imaging or spectroscopy conditions.
A series of 3D-EDT datasets were collected from several crystals,
which were firstly processed by reconstructing the 3D reciprocal
space to confirm the unit cell parameters, find the symmetry
and to identify the extinction conditions. A list of the best data
obtained is displayed in Table S1 (ESI†), showing the existence
of two different phases: cubic (main phase) a = 5.9 Å and
tetragonal (minor phase) a = b = 8.4 Å, c = 14.5 Å. Fig. S2 and
S3 (ESI†) show the projection views of the reconstructed 3D
reciprocal intensity of these datasets.

To solve and refine the cubic phase, 1738 reflections
obtained from the dataset by combining with 427 frames were
employed, which suggested a space group of Pm%3m and had a
completeness of 99.14% at 0.65 Å resolution. Fig. 1a shows the
projection view of the reconstructed reciprocal space along the
[001] incidence. The structure solution obtained is presented in
Fig. 1b, while a schematic representation of the supercell is
shown in Fig. 1c. In the solved structure, the A site is the FA
molecule with a disordered orientation, the B site is Pb and the
X site is the Br in ABX3 perovskite formation. The elemental
formula CN2PbBr3 is in agreement with the reported data.21 As
a single FA molecule does not form the symmetry of the cubic
system, and the atomic numbers of organic elements are

significantly smaller than those of Pb and Br (giving lower
contribution to the diffraction intensities), the atomic positions
of C and N are identified as an average position with occupancy
of C = 1/6 and N = 1/4. Table S2 (ESI†) shows the detailed
structure solution and refinement information of the cubic
phase. Note that hydrogen atoms were not detected in the ED
data. Fig. S4 (ESI†) shows the projection view and the low
magnification image of the crystal used for this dataset.

After obtaining the crystallographic information by 3D-EDT,
we explored the possibility of imaging FAPbBr3 by spherical
aberration corrected (Cs-corrected) STEM imaging using an
annular dark field (ADF) detector (Fig. 2a). The selected area
electron diffraction (SAED) pattern (inset) allows the identifi-
cation of the pristine FAPbBr3. This result is quite significant as
it allows tilting the crystal into the desired zone axis with less
beam damage. In the image, small nanoparticles (NPs) of about
4 nm can be already identified (red arrow). These particles
could be formed during preliminary observation as they were
already there since the first scan, but they did not exhibit
crystallinity as corroborated by the Fourier diffractogram (FD;
shown in the inset), where only the diffraction planes indexed
as (100) and (010) and separated by 5.94 Å, associated with the
cubic phase of FAPbBr3, were observed, in agreement with the
reported cubic form of FAPbBr3 at room temperature21,25 and in

Fig. 1 (a) ED projection along [001] used for the structure solution.
(b) Schematic model of the unit cell solved by 3D-EDT, where the FA
molecule is located at the centre of the cube, A site. (Because of cubic
symmetry average, organic atoms have o1 occupancy.) Pb is located at
the origin, B site, and Br is located at the middle of the edges, X site. This
forms the ABX3 structure. (c) Polyhedral model of FAPbBr3, where the
octahedral units are formed by Br in the corners and Pb in the center
shown in grey, with the FA cations in the cavities. Color code: Pb – grey, Br
– brown, N – blue, C – black.

Fig. 2 EM analysis of FAPbBr3. (a) Cs-corrected STEM-ADF image along
[001] of the initial material; the ED pattern and FD are shown in the bottom
and top left corner insets, which can be indexed as Pm %3m. Red arrows
indicate small NPs which were present before imaging. The FAPbBr3

framework (green square) is magnified in the top right corner with the
schematic model and simulated data overlaid. (b) Second scan showing
the crystallization of Pb NPs (yellow square). Additional diffraction spots
appear in the FD, indicated by red circles. (c) Further transformation of the
FAPbBr3 structure into an intermediate where the Pb distance is signifi-
cantly reduced. (d) Final image of the amorphized FAPbBr3 crystal with a
Pb NP sitting on the [110] zone axis; the FD of the NP is shown in the inset.
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concordance with the ED analysis. A similar observation of the
NPs has been reported during sample insertion at room tem-
perature for MAPbI3,19 associated with the exposition of
MAPbI3 nanowires to moisture. Here, we cannot either discard
that the e-beam used for the current case, 156 e� Å�2, may
cause a mild beam damage that still, however, allows the
visualization of the pristine FAPbBr3. A closer visualization
(green square) is displayed in the inset; the strongest signal
in the corners of the cubic cell is associated with the columns
where Pb alternates with Br. In between, there is a weaker
signal that belongs to columns only formed by Br and finally, in
the central part of the cubic cell, a weaker ‘‘rounded’’ signal
that belongs to the FA cation composed by C, N and H was also
detected. The schematic model was overlaid showing a good
agreement with the experimental image, where Pb is shown in
grey, Br in brown and C and N in black and light blue,
respectively (for the sake of clarity, H is omitted due to its
low contribution to the experimental image). The simulated
data was superimposed on the right bottom of the magnified
data in the green square showing a good match between the
structural model obtained by 3D-EDT and the high-resolution
images.

In the second scan, Fig. 2b, applying an electron dose of
310 e� Å�2, additional spots appeared in the FD (inset), associated
with the crystallization of the NPs that were initially observed. A
closer look at one of the NPs (yellow square) revealed the
atomic distribution with the atomic columns separated by
E2.4 Å, which was in agreement with the (200) of Pb. Interest-
ingly, under this electron dose, besides the formation of crystal-
line Pb NPs, the FAPbBr3 unit cell suffered a contraction being
a = 5.78 Å. In a subsequent scan, the FAPbBr3 suffered a deeper
transformation (Fig. 2c), despite the symmetry of the crystal
seemed to remain, the high resolution analysis and the FD
(inset) showed that the distance between Pb atomic columns
was significantly reduced to 3.90 Å. Fig. 2c presents the atomic-
resolution micrograph of the partially damaged structure,
which did not correspond to PbBr2, despite PbBr2 have been
reported as the ultimate phase under electron beam
irradiation.12 There are intermediate structures as a result of
the organic and halide depletion.20,26,27 In the current situa-
tion, Fig. 2c is attributed to an intermediate phase prior to the
full conversion into PbBr2. The FD in the inset does not show
the {100} lattice planes observed for the pristine materials
and the d-spacing measured in the new structure corresponded
to the spots that were situated at E3.9 Å rather than at
E5.94 Å, which would correspond to a value 1.5 times shorter
than the distance from the initial Pb atomic columns and it is
similar to the data reported20 for HA2(MA)n�1PbnI3n+1. Finally,
the FAPbBr3 structure completely disappeared (Fig. 2d), leaving
an amorphous material with the Pb NPs still present (in this
case a Pb NP is shown along the [110] zone axis, as confirmed
by the FD inset). Interestingly, under this condition no PbBr2

formation was observed. The EDS maps of the FAPbBr3 during
electron illumination series were also collected. The result
shows a shape transformation, organic element fading and
also a slight increase in the Pb atom proportion (Fig. S5, ESI†).

A great advantage of EM over other characterization meth-
ods is that each particle can be fully characterized indepen-
dently, which allowed the identification of a distinct phase.21

The unit cell parameters of the minor phase obtained from
the 3D-EDT can be summarized as a = b = 8.4 Å, c = 14.5 Å and
a = b = g = 901. The reflection condition was checked by the slice
cut view of the reconstructed 3D reciprocal space from one of
the datasets with 3904 reflections (510 unique reflections,
completeness of 90.81% at 0.64 Å resolution), suggesting the
I4/mcm space group (Fig. S6, ESI†). Table S3 (ESI†) shows the
structure solution and refinement information. Fig. 3 shows
the EDT slices along the three main crystallographic zone axes
and the final structure solution along the 4-fold symmetry [001]
direction. This structure is in agreement with an ammonium
lead bromide reported in 1937.28 This space group, I4/mcm, has
also been reported for MAPbBr3 at low temperature;29 however,
there is no evidence for its existence at room temperature and
for the case of FAPbBr3. Fig. S7 (ESI†) shows a view of the
tetragonal structure along different orientations. It is worth
noting that the weak electrostatic potential signal (Fig. S7d,
ESI†) obtained was assigned to N; however, at this stage we
cannot determine if that signal corresponds to N, C or both.

Fig. 4a presents the ED pattern along [001] in agreement
with the data obtained by 3D-EDT, and the absence of extra
spots corroborates the possibility of tilting the crystal without
beam damage as no structural transformation took place.
Fig. 4b depicts the Cs-corrected high-resolution STEM-ADF

Fig. 3 ED slices of the tetragonal minor phase extracted from the recon-
structed 3D tomogram along three different zone axes: (a) [001], (b) [110]
and (c) [010]. This tomogram shows a reflection condition of hkl = h + k + l;
hk0 = h + k; 0kl = k,l; hhl = l; 00l = l; 0k0 = k, 4/mmm Laue class.
(d) Structure results of 3D-EDT solution and refinement. Color code: Pb, grey;
Br, brown; and N, blue.

Fig. 4 SAED pattern and Cs-corrected STEM-ADF image of the tetragonal
minor phase taken along the [001]. (a) SAED pattern, (b) STEM-ADF with FD
obtained from the image, (c) the magnified image where both the
simulated image and the structure solution based on the 3D-EDT analyses
(Pb in grey and Br in brown) are overlaid in the top right and bottom,
respectively.
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image, in the [001] direction, of the edge of a crystal, where the
framework can be clearly observed. The surface of this particle
contains already an amorphous phase probably owed to the
sample preparation or due to contamination as the sample was
exposed to the atmosphere. The FD, in the inset, is similar to
the ED data recorded, which means that no structural trans-
formation occurred under imaging. The atomic resolution data
are shown in Fig. 4c with the structural model obtained from
3D-EDT superimposed. The simulated data is presented on the
top right corner (yellow square). The tetragonal phase observed
here was found to be more stable than the cubic one under
e-beam irradiation, allowing the acquisition of several images
of the same region under an electron dose of 500 e� Å�2.

Powder X-ray diffraction (PXRD) analysis was also used to
investigate the crystal structures (Fig. S8 and S9, ESI†). The
experimental PXRD data clearly indicate the existence of a
highly crystalline cubic major phase. This was confirmed by
Pawley refinement, resulting in a primitive cubic crystal lattice
with a = 5.9928 Å. Considering that an additional minor phase
was already solved by electron crystallography, we also simu-
lated the PXRD pattern using the structure solution obtained,
observing that some of the extra reflections not associated to
the cubic one matched with this tetragonal phase. However,
some other less intense peaks were observed which could
indicate that the extra reflections would be due to background
noise (probably a substrate effect). This observation highlights
the benefits of TEM to study minor phases hardly detectable by
XRD methods.

In summary, FAPbBr3 crystals have been investigated by
different EM techniques to evaluate the possibility of analyzing
this material at atomic resolution. 3D-EDT was used and the
structure was, for the first time, solved by this method, opening
up the possibility of obtaining crystallographic information
when they are prepared in the nanoscale form. One of the
advantages of EM is the possibility of treating individual
particles as single crystals, which allows us to identify and
solve a minor phase with tetragonal symmetry. Atomic-
resolution imaging was performed on both structures (cubic
and tetragonal) visualizing for the first time the structure of
FAPbBr3 at the atomic level. In addition, the structural trans-
formation that took place under e-beam irradiation has been
also reported, displaying a shrinkage in the unit cell parameters
most likely to be attributed to the loss of the organic and the
halide. Finally, the tetragonal phase, which was solved by 3D-
EDT, was also imaged at the atomic scale, resulting in a much
more stable material under e-beam irradiation.
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